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THE (LESSER KNOWN) ADVENTURES OF YOUNG USHAKA ZULU

and the

CLAN OF THE CAT

NOTE: ALL DIALOGUE IN ISIZULU WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

A QUOTE ON BLACK:

“We have to stand up to those would enslave or destroy us.”

IN A ZULU HUT - NIGHT

Fire burns low.  A small potjie.  A withered hand lights 
mphephwe feather.  We tighten on the billowing smoke.  A 
VOICE  becomes audible, gravely phlegmatic, mumbling an 
incantation in an African tongue.  Zulu.  In a dialect long 
forgotten.

MOSHESHWE
(VO)

Our people are story tellers. These 
stories were the libraries of our 
nation.  A people enrich their 
minds if they keep their history on 
the leaves of memory. For even the 
voices of Warriors and war-drums, 
are outlived by -- the story which 
always record some event of 
interest or importance.  This is 
the story of uShylok's Impi and his 
battle with the terrible Ingwe
S'abantu.  The Leopard men.  Known 
to us as...the clan of the cat. 

The burning feather gives off smoke wisps that twist and turn 
as nebulous shapes, then -- they transform into the next 
image.

EXT. SACRED FOREST - AERIAL - DAY

WE ARE FLYING over pantheon African landscape.  Marshy 
swamplands.  Lush tropical jungle.  The head of a hawk enters 
frame, we are flying with her.

A SUPER:  SOUTHERN AFRICA, 17TH CENTURY.
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SACRED FOREST - DAY

We’re flying low over jungle floor now, slowly, when --

A SQUADRON OF BARE FEET LEAP OVER US AND STAMPEDE away into 
jungle. 

DARK SHAPES flashing past, weaving trunks, leaping rock.  A 
dozen of them at least.

ON SHYLOK, a young Zulu warrior chieftain with the looks and 
physique of a greek god.  Charging with his Impi through 
dense undergrowth.  We HEAR his thoughts --

SHYLOK
(VO)

Mama Afrika.  Father Sky.  Great 
Spririt.   In your perfect circle 
you show us a cycle of two.  Of 
birth and death.  Of sewing and 
harvest.  Of laughter and weeping. 
Of war and peace.  The life of a 
man is a circle from childhood to 
childhood, and so it is in 
everything where The Great Spirit 
moves.

“BARRIER OF SPEARS” MOUNTAIN RANGE - DAY

An amphitheater of crag peaks.  The CRY of a Berg Kite.  We 
SWOOP down, descending faster than a hunting Kestrel, closing 
on a tiny figure seated on the edge of a precipice.

SHYLOK
(VO)

The great spirit is in all things. 
Beating of wings.  Sliding Serpent. 
I look down on myself from the eyes 
of an eagle.  I am the earth.  And 
the earth is me.

SHYLOK sits, cross-legged.  Meditating.  Communing with the 
ancestors.  Around him Olifant grass billows, flays in 
savannah wind.  We continue to HEAR his thoughts.

SHYLOK
(VO)

I worship dead men for their 
strength, forgetting I am strong. 

Then -- EVERYTHING WE HEAR, distorts.  Warbles.  Fades. 
Replaced by a rising gentle breezy SOUND. His eyes open.

CLOSE - HIS EARS HEAR - SUPER ENHANCED

A fish Eagle wails.  Ants scurry.
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CLOSE - HIS EYES SEE

Dark predatorial SHAPES in trees leap from branch to branch. 
Leopards maybe.  Or Apes. WE HEAR cracking, snapping wood, 
loud - as though we were right there.

SHYLOK
(VO)

Help me first defeat the enemy 
within, that I may defeat the enemy 
outside. The enemy within comes to 
me as a Predator in the night.

SACRED FOREST - DAY

A mountain LEOPARD draped on tree branches is focused on -- 
SHYLOK and his IMPI, sprinting flat out through dense 
undergrowth.  Nimbly hurdling fallen trees, seemingly gliding 
jungle.

SHYLOK
(VO)

I can only protect my freedom in 
this world by protecting the 
freedom of my brother. I am only 
free, if he is free.

EXT. MOUNT THABA ZIMBI BATTLE GROUND - AERIAL - DAY

We circle high above the battle ground.  Below us, hordes, 
dark shapes.  Writhing masses.

SHYLOK
(VO)

But wood once touched by fire is 
not hard to relight, so today our 
leaders fight.  And we fight 
alongside them.  The meaning of our 
lives is living in agreement  with 
our earth spirit mother, but the 
will and ways of men sway us like 
reeds in wind.

ON THE KOPPIE SUMMIT

CHIEF GOODHOPE.  GENERAL MATANZIMA. Gaze out over --

THE VALLEY BELOW - A LEGION

Five thousand Zulu Warriors.  Reflecting sun twinkles off 
their assegai tips, as they praise in unison.
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IMPI WARRIORS
He who while devouring some, 
devoured others. 
And as devoured others,
he devoured some more. 
He who while devouring some, 
devoured others. 
And as devoured others,
he devoured some more. 

CLOSER - LEGION - THE FRONT ROW

A boyish warrior looks about him anxiously, swallowing hard. 
First-battle jitters.  His eyes find those of -- 

ON THE SUMMIT - CHIEF GOODHOPE, 

Waiting for him.

SHYLOK
(VO)

You give me the shield against 
fear.  So long as mists of fear 
envelop me, I will be still, until 
sunlight pours through the darkness 
in me and then...

Goodhope nods, winks encouragement at the twitchy youth. 
Immediately the warrior's anxiety vanishes.  He straightens 
up, pounds his shield with kerrie, rejoins the battle cry. We 
WIDEN to reveal the unnerving mass.

SHYLOK
(VO)

...I will act, with courage. 

GOODHOPE raises a clenched fist, THE BATALLION roars in 
repose.

CHIEF GOODHOPE, without faltering his stern war face leans 
over to his General.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
(colloquial equivalent)

Where the fuck are they?

GENERAL MATANZIMA
He will not disappoint us. They 
will be here soon.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
If they fail us?

GENERAL MATANZIMA
Then I'll kill them myself.
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ON THE BATTLE GROUND PERIPHERY

JUNGLE parts, SHYLOK and IMPI burst out of the undergrowth, 
and -- 

-- join their CHIEF and BROTHERS on the battlefield.

SHYLOK
(VO)

I am Amazulu.  This is how I wish 
to remain, a Zulu all the days of 
my life.

Warriors in THE LEGION see Shylok’s Impi approaching and 
raise their weapons skyward, they bellow salute. 

THE PRAISE SINGER recites a legacy poem that summates the 
honourable accomplishments of SHYLOK and his Impi.

PRAISE SINGER
uShylok. Warrior of the moon. Chaka 
of the bow. Dingaan of the blade. 
Moshes the Muti master, and tracker 
Bongani the brave.  Hail Brothers. 
Hail Warriors of impi uShylok.

LEGIONS resound their praise. Then, complete hush, as -- 

ON THE SUMMIT - SHYLOK 

Kneels, bows his head, low, before GOODHOPE and MATANZIMA.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
(grinning)

Don't be so humble.  You are not so 
great.

Shylok stands, smiles.

GENERAL MATANZIMA
You're late.

SHYLOK
Yes, aMakhulu.  Forgive us.  Many 
days to get here.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
Are your men ready to fight?

SHYLOK
To fight and die like lions for 
their chief, aMakhulu.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
Why do we go to war today, Shylok?
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SHYLOK
We fight for the glory of Amazulu, 
makhosi.  We make war that we may 
live in peace.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
(nods)

True.  It is unfortunate that we 
can only secure peace by preparing 
for war, Shylok.  Our lives begin 
to end when we become silent about 
things that matter.  And when it 
comes, we will remember not the 
words of our enemies, but the 
silence of our friends.

GOODHOPE turns to the battalion.  His voice bellows over the 
hushed masses.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
Amazulu.  My People of the sky.  We 
remember our land.  We remember our 
grandfathers paid for it, with 
their lives.  Will we let ourselves 
be destroyed, give up our homes, 
our country given to us by the 
Great Spirit, the graves of our 
dead and everything that is dear 
and sacred to us without a 
struggle?  I know you will cry with 
me, Never! Never!

BATTALION
HAYI!  HAYI!  NANINI!

CHIEF GOODHOPE
Mama Afrika makes no promises.  If 
you want to know the end, look at 
the beginning.  There is no death. 
Only a change of worlds.  Death is 
the door to the world of our 
ancestors.

GENERAL MATANZIMA
(punching the sky)

We live...

THE BATALLION, a deafening ROAR of repose.

GENERAL MATANZIMA
We fight...

Another ROAR...

GENERAL MATANZIMA
We die...

Another.
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GENERAL MATANZIMA
To the crest.

Instantly, the quivering mass stampedes uphill and onto --

THE APEX

Where they find themselves looking down on -- 

THEIR ENEMIES - THE RED TRIBE (NDWANDWES)

Also amassed in their thousands.  A ruby sea of snarling 
FACES painted with crimson clay.  Incisors sharpened to 
points.  Dread-locks slicked back with ash-stained animal 
fat.  Ferocious folk.  Unnerving to behold. 

THE ZULU BATTALION

Chant their war cry.

ZULU BATTALION
Sigidi!  Sigidi!  Sigidi!

ON THE APEX - GENERAL MATANZIMA 

Contemplates the age-old enemies of his Ancestors.

GENERAL MATANZIMA
(stentorian)

Formation!

THE BATALLION moves as one -- forming Buffalo horns.  

Shylok's IMPI are the tip of the left HORN.  WARRIORS stamp 
ground, hammer shields.  Their THUNDER echoes, resounds off 
crags throughout the valley.  All consuming.

GENERAL MATANZIMA
Advance!

PINCER hordes march forward, steady.  THE PRAISE SINGER kicks 
off the battle MANTRA (A reinterpretation of Mike Batt's Ride 
to Agidir).  We cut around the Impi as each man recites the 
repose.

PRAISE SINGER
Great Spirit, grant us humility...

MOSHESHWE
...as old stones suffer with memory 
of the beginning...

PRAISE SINGER
... grant us courage...

CHAKA
...as the tree that stands alone...
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PRAISE SINGER
...bring us quite...

BONGANI
...as grass still with new light

DINGAAN
...for King and Amazulu...

MOSHESHWE
...for ashes of our ancestors..

DINGISWAYO
...and children of our sons... 

The march breaks into a trot.

GENERAL MATANZIMA
...with the fist and the dagger...

SHYLOK
...with the kerrie and the spear...

MZILIKAZI
...we are going to relieve them...

SHYLOK
...of their godforsaken lives...

GENERAL MATANZIMA
Battle run...Indumela! 

Trot breaks into sprint. 

WIDER 

Pincers close in, the masses meet in the nape where the river 
runs low.  Two Tribes go to war, SLAM into each other. 
Carnage ensues.

THE BATTLE is furious.  Steely.  Wet. 

SHYLOK and his IMPI are in their element.  Agile.  Supple. 
Wielding weapons that seemingly have life of their own. Men 
die at point of assegai.  Edge of machete.  Knob of a kerrie.  
Torso's impaled.  Heads bashed.  Throats cut. 

The twitchy WARRIOR we saw earlier has lost his anxiety, 
transformed now into a lithe killer.  

His assegai plunges into a RED WARRIOR, on withdrawal the 
blade's sucking sound is mimicked by the youth's battle 
scream --

IMPI WARRIOR
Ngadla! (I have eaten!)
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THE RIVER, runs crimson. 

SHYLOK, in heat of battle.

SHYLOK
(VO)

Mama Afrika forgive us. For when 
two beasts clash it is the grass 
that suffers.

Suddenly -- TIME SLOWS DOWN as SHYLOK, looks up, searches -- 

THE SKY 

Vultures circle overhead.  

ON SHYLOK, he glances sideways -- 

HYENA'S stalk the battlefield periphery, tearing at the 
fallen.

SHYLOK
(VO)

Only when we are no longer afraid 
do we begin to live.  Death is not 
the biggest fear we have -- 

His eyes scan the hellish carnage around him.

SHYLOK
(VO)

Our deepest fear is not that we are 
inadequate.  Our deepest fear is 
that we are powerful beyond 
measure. 

SHYLOK, jarred from his petit-mal by a screaming -- REDFACE
bearing down on him.

SHYLOK, too dazed to react in time.  Death by axe is certain 
when -- TWHOOK -- an ARROW slams into the torso of REDFACE.  
He collapses.

SHYLOK nods thanks at --

Chaka.  No time for niceties, they receive the next.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - LATER - DAY

DUSK creeps up on the aftermath, and a ruby river. A VULTURE, 
lands and joins his comrades feasting on the macabre tapestry 
of blood soaked limbs. SHYLOK stands, covered in dirt and war 
scum.  He looks up at --
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ON THE SUMMIT - CHIEF AND GENERAL

Await.  Shylok appears, kneels before his leaders.

SHYLOK
aMakhosi.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
Your Impi fought like Bull 
Elephants.  You are our finest 
warrior, SHYLOK.  You and your men 
would serve us well at our village 
in Eshowe.

SHYLOK
Thank you, my lord. But my men and 
I have our own village and women to 
return to.

Goodhope.  Matanzima.  Swap looks.

GENERAL MATANZIMA
You would decline the post of your 
Chief's most personal guard? 

Shylok rises, head still bowed in submission.

SHYLOK
My lord, this is my last battle. I 
return to Shongweni to my wife and 
children, where I will live out my 
days farming maize,  training stick 
fighters and making little Impi's.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
Blessed indeed is the man who hears 
many tiny voices call him father.

SHYLOK
aMakhulu.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
To forget how to dig the earth and 
to tend the soil is to forget 
ourselves.

SHYLOK
aMakhulu.

CHIEF GOODHOPE
You are iron, Shylok.  May our 
Ancestors bless you with many days, 
many children.  Hamba Kahle.

SHYLOK
(bows)

aMakhulu.
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EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

Shylok rejoins his Impi.

MZILIKAZI
Are we staying for the feast?

SHYLOK
No. We leave for home. Tonight.

MOSHESHWE
(knows he's pushing it)

Better to start the journey with a 
full belly, no?

MURMURS of agreement from the IMPI.

CHAKA
Yebo! I could eat the maggots from 
a dead Hyena's...

SHYLOK
(terse)

We have only days before the river 
starts to dry. Much of our journey 
is on water.  If we stay...

DINGAAN
How much difference is another day?

SHYLOK
We leave.  Now.

Seeing their disappointment.

SHYLOK
Alright...but see that Bongani 
doesn't eat too much Phutu and 
liver, or he will stink up our camp 
all the way home.

He leaves them grinning.

EXT. BATTLEGROUND FIRESIDE - NIGHT

Quarter moon. Surviving WARRIORS sleep or huddle around 
campfire.  The carcass of roasted Buffalo stripped to bone on 
a spit above dying embers.  Others are still revelling in 
worship.

IMPI WARRIOR
(sung in unison)

We return thanks to Great Spirit. 
Our Father King.  We return thanks 
to the rivers and streams, for the 
water that sustains us.  
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We return thanks to the moon and 
stars, which have given to us their 
light when the sun was gone.  We 
return thanks to the sun, that has 
looked upon the earth with a 
beneficent eye. Lastly, we return 
thanks to Our Mother Earth Spirit, 
who directs all things for the good 
of Her children.

PRAISE SINGER
(in repose)

The end of an Ox is beef. 
The end of a life is grief.

EXT. PRECIPICE SUMMIT - NIGHT

A hunched silhoutte.  Perched.  Shylok, looking out over 
milky-blue landscape in the direction of their impending 
journey.

SHYLOK
(VO)

Only here in the deepest corners of 
solitude in your mysterious forest 
I find the gentleness with which I 
can truly love my brothers.  The 
more solitary I am the more 
affection I have for them... 
Solitude and silence teach me to 
love my brothers for what they are, 
not for what they say. When I dare 
to be powerful, to use my strength 
in the service of my brother, then 
it becomes less and less important 
whether I am afraid. 

MOSHESHWE, the healer comes over and sits alongside him.

MOSHESHWE
You have not eaten.

SHYLOK
I am not hungry.

MOSHESHWE
We have many days of journey ahead. 
You should eat something.

SHYLOK
I cannot swallow after battle.  I 
never understood our need to feast 
after spilling blood.

MOSHESHWE
Our ways are as old as the land.
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SHYLOK
The land changes.  The land has 
seasons.  Our ways...remain
unchanged.

MOSHESHWE
Still, they remain.  To question 
your culture is to question 
yourself.  You doubt your legacy? 
Did you not hear the Praise singer? 
It was a good war.

SHYLOK
There never was a good war or a bad 
peace.  In peace the sons bury 
their fathers, but in war the 
fathers bury their sons.  I swear 
these days I sicken more from our 
victories than our defeats.

(shaking his head)
Can anything be stupider than that 
a man has the right to kill me 
because he lives on the other side 
of a river and his ruler has a 
quarrel with mine, though I have 
not quarrelled with him? 

Moshesh shifts uncomfortably, looks around to ensure they are 
out of earshot.

SHYLOK
How many battles have we seen on 
land and river?  The dead drowned 
in mud.  Villages destroyed. 
Children slain, the agony of 
mothers and wives.  And for what? 
What have we won?  Glory is 
fleeting, but shame is forever. The 
real and lasting victories are 
those of peace, and not of war. You 
can no more win a war than you can 
win a sandstorm.

MOSHESHWE
It is well that war is so terrible, 
or we should grow too fond of it.

SHYLOK
Men don't see the way things are, 
they see things the way they are.

MOSHESHWE
It is said whoever undertakes 
judgement of truth and knowledge is 
made deaf by the laughter of the 
gods.

Shylok looks at him.  Looks away. Knows Moshesh is right.
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EXT. SOMEWHERE IN ZULULAND - DAY

From a distance, through the shimmering haze, we see a shape-
shifting bug, scurrying across the landscape.  No, it's not a 
bug. It’s --

THE IMPI, running again, across blazing grassy landscape. 
HUDDLED tightly, bare feet slamming in time as one, the 
rhythm is the motor driving their engine of limbs.  Zulu Impi 
like this one can run for days on end without rest or water.

EXT. THUKELA RIVER VALLEY - DAY

Dusk descends.  THE IMPI approach the great river, Thukela.

EXT. RIVER BANK - NIGHT

IMPI forage, chop bamboo, reeds and in no time fashion a 
makeshift RAFT.

DEEPER IN THE JUNGLE

MOSHESHWE gathers exotic plants and herbs for muti.  CHAKA 
squats alongside him.

CHAKA
(quizzical grin)

Moshesh, how do you know which 
plants to pick?

MOSHESHWE
(cutting saplings)

As a boy, during Isiko, the 
Nyanga's gathered we who had a 
talent for muti.  They gave us 
plants to eat, plants that spoke to 
us in our dreams, told us what 
other plants can do.

CHAKA
And what did the Nyanga call this 
magic?

MOSHESHWE
(pouches the plants)

They called it Alchemy.

Chaka watches the old man with reverence. 

EXT. RIVERS EDGE - DAY

Dawn.  THE IMPI lowers the raft to water, push off and --
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SHYLOK
(VO)

The water's murmur is the voice of 
my father's father.  Through the 
river we recognize our link to the 
past and future because they are 
the same thing.

The current pulls their raft steadily downstream towards the 
giant blood red orb that is the rising African sun.

SHYLOK
(VO)

We journey east on deep waters of 
the Python Goddess, to her final 
resting place in the ocean, east to 
home...

SHYLOK takes in the surrounding crackling Jungle.

SHYLOK
(VO)

Slowly, we are sucked into her 
current. I feel her massive waters 
coiling beneath us, pulling us 
closer to unforeseen destiny.

CROCODILES bask on river banks, one slips stealthily into the 
water.

On Shylok.  He seems perturbed.

SHYLOK
(VO)

There is disturbance in the river 
spirit...Mama Afrika is trying to 
tell us something... He looks at 
his battle weary men.

SHYLOK
(VO)

...but war has drained our senses. 
We no longer hear her voice, it 
drowns in our heads where all we 
hear is the clashing steel.

ANGLE - THE RIVER SURFACE

Tranquil water begins to fester into choppy little rapids.

HARD CUT TO:

THE RIVER NOW COOKS with larger frothy dangerous rapids.

ON THE RAFT
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SHYLOK and IMPI are kept on their toes, challenged at every 
turn to prevent the raft capsizing or slamming into jutting 
rocks on the waters edge.  

SHYLOK, looks up and sees --

POV - THE RIVER FORKS.

Each branch leads into a deep gorge. 

SHYLOK, looks expectantly to -- 

BONGANI, perplexed.

SHYLOK
(O/S)

Bongani...which way?

BONGANI
Eh... Uh...

SHYLOK
(impatient)

You are the scout, Bongani.  You 
did the Recce.  Which way home? 

Bongani, scratches his head.  Not sure.

SHYLOK
Speak Bongi...the fork is 
approaching.

Bongani, thinks hard.  Nope, clean forgot.

BONGANI
Uh...andiyazi.

Shylok, gives him the war eye.

BONGANI
This way...

(right)
...no, that way...

(left)

THE IMPI join SHYLOK, plunge rods into river bed, heave the 
raft over.

THE RAFT drifts towards canyon left.

Shylok, raises his brow at Bongani.

SHYLOK
Are you sure?
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BONGANI
(forcing a grin)

Of course.  I know this river like 
my woman's flower.

CHAKA
(snappy)

Bongani gets lost in a cattle 
kraal.  Remember Isiko?  How often 
did we have to look for him when he 
couldn't find the camp?

BONGANI
Watch your mouth Chaka.

SHYLOK
Shut up.  Keep us clear of rock. 

THE IMPI lunge poles.  THE RAFT veers.

RAPIDS  

Choppier.  Frothier.  Current becomes more turbulent and -- 

THE RAFT takes a beating as they plunge deeper into -- 

THE CANYON, and unknown territory.

EXT. LOST VALLEY CANYON - DAY

THE RAFT, drifts on calmer waters now.  Past darker, denser 
jungle and creep-vine than we've seen so far.  Unearthly 
silence.

MOSHESHWE
Hear that?

SHYLOK
I hear nothing.

MOSHESHWE
Exactly.  Not a creature stirs in 
that bush.  What kind of jungle 
holds no life?

SKELETONS, glide into view, cattle strewn on the embankment.

CHAKA
What is this place?

SHYLOK
Like none I've hunted. 

SHYLOK considers the stars.

SHYLOK
It's getting dark, we should camp.
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CHAKA
Must we?  We're safer on the water 
than in that jungle.  Who knows 
what walks there tonight?

SHYLOK
We cannot avoid rocks that we 
cannot see.  We must camp.

EXT. RIVERSIDE - THE RAFT

Keel grinds into the embankment.  Halts.

EXT. JUNGLE CLEARING - DUSK

A WILD HARE hops into view.  In b/g Chaka can be seen drawing 
his bowstring.

EXT. CAMPSITE - DUSK

A DEAD HARE lands in the dirt before -- 

MOSHESH, kindling fire.  

Chaka, looks around.

CHAKA
Where are the others?

MOSHESHWE
Still hunting.

Mosheshwe lifts the hare.

MOSHESHWE
Just one?

CHAKA
One is all I could shoot.

MOSHESHWE
Then one is all we will eat.

EXT. ANOTHER PART OF THE JUNGLE - DUSK

THABO scanning for game, something O/S grabs his attention.  
He cocks his head, listens.  Sound of WHIMPERING, can be 
heard, a woman’s voice.  He moves out of frame towards it.

EXT. CAMPSITE RIVERSIDE - THE IMPI - DUSK

Reassembled around the fire.  SHYLOK, looks around, senses 
someone is missing.
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SHYLOK
Where is Bongani?

DINGAAN
I thought he was with Thabo?

CHAKA
What did I tell you, he gets lost 
in a beer pot just like ...

SHYLOK
Find him.

EXT. JUNGLE - DAY

SHYLOK gathering herbs, stops, tilts his head, listening.  
His hair bristles --

CRACK!

A SHAPE BURSTS OUT OF THE GREEN.  A MAIDEN hysterical with 
fear sprinting at full tilt.  Her upper torso a calligraphy 
of wounds, deep scratch marks criss-cross her neck and chest.

SHYLOK, tries instinctively to halt her, but she SLAMS her 
knee into his groin and HEAD-BUTTS him full in the face. 

SHYLOK drops as the MAIDEN scrambles wildly past him and -- 
CRACK-A-THWACK -- disappears into the thicket. 

SHYLOK, up and after her. 

ON THE MAIDEN, as she hurdles clingy undergrowth. 

ON SHYLOK, as he closes on her heels. 

THE MAIDEN, bursts through jungle and -- THE FIST OF MOSHESH 
fills her vision like a striking Mamba and -- THWACK -- she 
drops.  Out cold.

MOMENTS LATER - THE IMPI

Surround us, tower over us, frowning down on -- 

THE MAIDEN, as she stirs to consciousness.

CHAKA
Who is she?

SHYLOK
I don't know.  She is very 
frightened.

CHAKA
Frightened of what?
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SHYLOK
Did you find Thabo and Bongani?

AMAZULU
No.

SHYLOK
Did you see which way they went? 

RUSTLING nearby answers him.

They all turn, assegai levelled and ready, taking stealthy 
baby steps towards the SOUND. 

SHYLOK, his eyes fall on -- 

-- the soil, BLOOD droplets in the girl's spoors. 

SHYLOK retraces the spoors to source of the girl's terror. 
They lead to -- a canopy of green.  

SHYLOK, parts the undergrowth and -- CRASH CAW CAW. SHRILL 
CRIES, beating black wings rise to meet them.  Vultures.

SHYLOK and CHAKA, balk at -- 

BLOOD stained grass, but no bodies.

Chaka, staring at Shylok’s back, as -- 

Drip.  Splat.  Blood droplets, land on Shylok’s neck.  

CHAKA, forces himself to look up, and balks.  

SHYLOK, follows Chaka’s eyeline to see what could possibly 
have sickened his battle-hardened Comrade. 

SWAYING FROM THE TREES.  CORPSES.  Bodies of TRIBESFOLK sway 
from overhead branches.  Mutilated.  Eviscerated 

MULTIPLE HARD CUTS -- CLAW WOUNDS

EXT. JUNGLE - AROUND THE FIRE - NIGHT

The Maiden, glazed, and wrapped in hide, shares their fire.  

MOSHESHWE, crushes herbs into paste, dabs her wounds.  

THE IMPI men watch her closely, as SHYLOK comes over, and 
squats before her.

SHYLOK
(gentle)

What have they named you? 

She struggles to remain engaged enough to speak.
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RAIN
Imvula.  Rain.  Daughter of King 
Khubeka.

SHYLOK tosses his head at the bush that hides the grisly 
scene.

SHYLOK
Those bodies...your people? 

She nods slowly, her eyes vacant with terror.

RAIN
We were on our way to find 
warriors...from other villages.

SHYLOK
Warriors?

RAIN
(nods)

To help us.  Against them.

SHYLOK
Did others survive? 

She weakly shakes her head.

SHYLOK
What happened?  Who did this to 
them?

Her terror resurfaces as she relives the memory.

RAIN
They came for us...our men could 
not defeat them.  We are a village 
of farmers, not warriors.

SHYLOK
Who are they?

RAIN
Ingwe Ihlosi Sabantu. 

Shylok, looks for explanation to  -- 

Mosheshwe who reacts strongly to her words.

MOSHESHWE
I'm not sure.  It sounded 
like...something I have not heard 
since...

SHYLOK
What did she say?
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MOSHESHWE
She said...leopard men.

Shylok considers the quivering maiden.

SHYLOK
Is this what killed your people?

Cold beat. She nods, can't bring herself to look back in the 
direction of her slain people.  She crumbles.

RAIN
(sobs)

Ohhh Mama Africa, oh my people..

SHYLOK
Where are you from?

RAIN
Simunye.  A village not far from 
here.

SHYLOK
Down river?

She nods.

RAIN
...but I’ve never taken the river 
home before.

SHYLOK
Take us there?.

THE IMPI, exchange uneasy glances among each other.

The Maiden, finally looks directly at Shylok.  She hesitates.

SHYLOK
We can take you down river, but 
that’s all.

EXT. THE RIVER - RAFT - DAWN

One body heavier, the raft drifts downstream.

EXT. THE JUNGLE - MYSTERIOUS POV

SOMETHING watches the raft glide past.

ON THE RAFT - THE IMPI

Sweat drenched faces.  Focused eyes.

Shylok.  Chaka.  Mosheshwe.  Bongani.
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Dingiswayo.  Sees it first.  His gaze hardens.

On the river bank, a macabre sight drifts into view --  

A BODY

impaled upright on bamboo stake planted near water’s edge. 

Shylok, balks as they recognize the body --

SHYLOK
Thabo...

Dingiswayo, a spear SINGS out of nowhere, and thwump buries 
itself in his neck.  Dingiswayo can only gurgle, and slump 
overboard.  Immediately --

SHYLOK
Vikela!

THE IMPI 

snap up shields in time to deflect raining SPEARS, ARROWS.

THE JUNGLE

both sides of the river suddenly alive and shaking violently. 
AN EERIE SOUND emanating from the thicket -- like metal 
cleaving wood as SHAPES and FERAL SILHOUETTES fly from branch 
to CRACKING branch.  

Chaka, points into jungle.

CHAKA
They follow us.

Then -- from out of the jungle, lances and arrows SWISH past 
us.  

Dumesani, takes a spear to the chest, collapses screaming and 
writhing, overboard. 

Rain, screams.  Shylok grabs her, and -

SHYLOK
Stay down.

- pulls her behind his shield, just as A SPEAR impales the 
warrior behind her. 

ANOTHER WARRIOR

blocks an arrow with his shield, lunges his spear thwook as 
another ARROW slams into his eye piercing his skull, he falls 
screaming into the river.

WHOOK-WHOOK-WHOOK.  THREE POINT SICKLES 
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flying, spinning across the river towards them, slook one 
buries itself in a warrior. 

CHAKA

loading, firing arrows at --

THE SHAPES 

that seemingly soar like flying squirrels through the jungle. 

MYSTERIOUS POV - THE SHAPES

Thrashing through jungle treetops, tracking the raft, when 
suddenly -- they stop, watching the raft drift away.

MOSHESHWE

eyes locked on -- 

THE JUNGLE

Still and quiet, the shapes have vanished.

MOSHESHWE
They've stopped coming. 

Shylok, scans the jungle, a distant THUNDER rises in volume.  

MOSHESHWE

cups his eyes, stares ahead... and turns to stone.

MOSHESHWE
(points)

No more river...!

Shylok turns to find -- 

POV 

The river, drops away, into --

A WATERFALL

Thundering spray.  Rising mist. 

Shylok, scowls, turns and glares at -- 

Bongani, avoiding Shylok's eyes.

SHYLOK
(hard nods)

Like your woman's flower, hey?

MOSHESHWE
We must push for the edge.
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Shylok considers the distance -- they're smack in the middle 
of the river.

SHYLOK
Too late, the river will drag us 
over rocks.

RAIN
(panicking)

What will we do?

SHYLOK
Fall.

Rain's eyes widen in terror when she realizes.

SHYLOK
(seizing her hand)

Hold on to this... 

Guides her hand to the clutch-thong on his shield.

SHYLOK
...and don't let go. 

RAIN, screams as -- 

THE RAFT

Tips over the edge, and -- 

Plummets straight down into ROARING mist and -- 

Rain (some of the warriors) SCREAM all the way down. 

Shylok, using his shield as a body board, breaks their fall 
as SPLASH -- 

THE RAFT plunges into the frothy churning plunge pool, but -- 
churning torrents suck them under, and --

UNDER WATER

Billions of bubbles clear frame and FLOUNDERING SHAPES come 
into view.  

Shylok.  Rain.  Warriors.  Kicking and flaying, but a 
powerful vortex holds them down, they cannot break surface.  
Muffled GRUNTS and WAILS.  

A WARRIOR, drowns and -- 

RAIN, tumbling in turbulence, too weak to kick free, starts 
to drown, and -- 

ABOVE WATER - WARRIORS 
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Break surface gasping air, and --

Shylok breaks water, looks around for --

POV 

Rain’s limp form, face down, unconscious, drifts downstream 
away from him. 

Shylok, lunges, breaks away from sucking currents. 

Using his shield as a hydro-board, he paddles hard for her.

UNDER WATER - RAIN

Drowning.  As her last breath bubbles out of her A HAND 
reaches in and grabs her by the neck, and --

ABOVE WATER - SHYLOK

Pulls a coughing, retching RAIN to him, and kicks hard for 
the edge.

EXT. RIVER'S EDGE - DAY

WARRIORS, spluttering and wheezing, pull themselves ashore. 

Shylok, helps RAIN to the bank.  She hauls herself up, turns, 
and offers her hand to Shylok.  

Their eyes lock for a charged beat or two. 

She pulls him from the river.

SHYLOK
How far is your village from here?

RAIN
Not far.

SHYLOK
Take us there.

Groans from the Impi.

END OF ACT ONE
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